INTERNATIONAL CREATIVE LLC PRESENTS:

“TAIWAN, TAIWAN”

INTRODUCTION: A beautiful but beleaguered college girl, fleeing family pressures and big city
stress while on summer break, learns an unsettling truth about her life and the place she
thought she knew on a profound but frenzied road trip around paradise.
GENRE: Dramatic Adventure
STATUS: Seeking script development funds
RIGHTS AVAILABLE: All rights available worldwide
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CAST TARGETS: Sandrine Pinna (YANG YANG, CANDY RAIN), Lin Ching-Tai (WARRIORS
OF THE RAINBOW), Hilda Lee (Supermodel)

LANGUAGE: English & Chinese
SHOOTING LOCATIONS: Taipei and coastal Taiwan
BUDGET: US$1MN
PRODUCER: Phillip Alan Epps
STORY BY: Phillip Alan Epps and Deni Carson
TREATMENT:
Sunrise on a tidy Taiwanese farm in a picturesque valley surrounded by lush jungle-covered
mountains. Patches of fog float along the side of the mountain but otherwise the sky is already
an unbearably piercing blue.
A lanky-tall teenager emerges from the front of a cinder-block farmhouse, rubbing her eyes
from sleep, automatically shielding them from the sun.
Her father loads a large bag of produce onto an old scooter to take to market. He’s chewing
betel nut, dark reddish brown spittle drips down his chin. He’s sweating already.
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Beyond the trees and farmland, dense jungle dominates, audibly framed by the insane chatter
of a million hidden cicadas.
They take off a little unstably down the dusty, unpaved road. Neither wears a helmet. Dad
drives fast to cool them and Ming enjoys the rush, holding tight onto the handlebars, tears
streaming down her face, hair akimbo.
He almost sideswipes another scooter that suddenly turned onto the road toward them, also
driving too fast. Ming tenses then turns back toward Dad to see if he’s upset. But he’s smiling,
pleased with his driving ability.
At the market she and her father greet many people. It’s bustling, raucous, pungent. Scooters
zip around the slow walking early morning shoppers.
Like a dream, Ming and friends walk along a stream near their farm in a sea of purple flowers,
tadpole nets in their hands. Later the family enjoys a big dinner and then Ming and mom pray
in an old temple choking with incense, in the shadow of a fearsome plastic deity.
10 Years Later
Now a happy-go-lucky college student, enjoying the freedoms and excitement of big city life,
Ming rides around on a shiny new scooter with her trendy punk-clad boyfriend.
They walk together in crowded neighborhood night markets; singing in karaoke clubs; studying
English in cafes, shopping and dining with friends.
But after an unexpectedly fierce family fight, she convinces her boyfriend to take her away from
the trouble, down the coast on his big Japanese superbike.
Since she knows her family will disapprove, she just doesn’t tell them. Eddy doesn’t have much
choice in the matter.
They take off early the next morning with not much more than a pup tent, the clothes on their
back and enough cash for a couple days.
Once on the road she forgets about her difficulties at home. Memories of her idyllic childhood
flood back.
They swim and laze on perfect, empty beaches and ride dreamily on endlessly winding
mountain roads, camping next to mountain streams, clueless as to their precise location.
These are long, gorgeous, lazy summer days but almost predictably Eddy starts getting calls
and pressure to return home. Ming has long since turned off her incessantly ringing phone.
Since she certainly isn’t ready to go home yet, they fight. The ugly first time. There’s a new
divide between them. Eddy halfheartedly tries to force Ming to go back with him on the bike but
fails.
Later that night, he takes off without her knowing hoping to come back after work the next day,
smugly fanaticizing their lovemaking, naïve about any actual consequences.
So he pushes the bike down the hill so as not to wake her, leaving her in the wilderness with a
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dying phone, little money and their old nylon tent.
She wakes up alone, panic-stricken, dazed. Why has my boyfriend left me here in the
mountains?
She spends the day sitting outside the tent waiting for him. It’s palpably hot and she’s never
been so thirsty. She wants to be back home, take a shower, drink something cold, plan
dinner… but he doesn’t come back.
Angry, hurt and worse, she stands under the sheltering shadows of the tall dark trees,
screaming until nearly hoarse, cursing from her gut at the mountain peak above her.
But the cruel quiet returns like before, ignoring her agony. The flimsy tent seems an entirely
unsatisfactory safeguard from the beasts of the jungle but it’s all she has.
She lays down in the mosquito-free womb with barely available cross ventilation. Survival
instincts set in. She inhales deeply of the fetid air, holding her breath as long as she can.
Her empty stomach and the pain in her heart keep her highly alert. But she needs a plan… this
is serious!
The next day she hitchhikes -- the first car that passes stops for her -- tourists with babies from
Taipei who buy her lunch at a noodle stand. The food comforts her and the encounter adds to
her sense of liberation.
That night she’s less afraid. The little fire she built is hypnotic and cheerful and she falls asleep
but wakes abruptly when she hears someone walking on the path nearby. She scrambles back
into the tent but pokes her head right back out, nervously wishing she had a rock or stick just in
case.
But it’s a very old man – an aborigine she thinks. After awkward greetings, and a moment or
two of politesse, they start to talk from across the little fire.
At first he just listens and nods to her story, about the troubles with her family in the city and
what happened with her boyfriend.
Then there is silence as the dusk falls and the jungle quiets. Bats and swallows circle
overhead, vying for mosquitoes and gnats. He has fresh water and rice to share.
Then suddenly he starts telling her a story about some other place entirely, not the island she
knows from road trips and school and family stories. Ming doesn’t know it but it’s a thousand
year-old storytelling tradition he’s sharing with her. She’s riveted.
He tells her about an invisible power that exists all around them in the world of nature. He talks
about living oceans and the wisdom of mountains. People too are an important part of the
natural world, saying that we're some kind of crazy, risk-averse astronauts, that we have
always been in space. It's our minds that are earthbound.
He also tells her that his visiting son told the tribe recently that genetic tests had proven that
the many tribes in Taiwan are the descendants of the people who migrated to Hawaii,
Indonesia, the Philippines and the South Pacific islands tens of thousands of years ago.
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She’s confused and a little awestruck with this piece of information, wondering how she didn’t
know this, yet knowing it was without question true. Some new kind of education.
Nobody had made those connections before. As the old man continues to speak, she feels a
tingling sensation along her spine. And then without warning she realizes there are tears
flowing down her face.
Suddenly forest sounds seem louder than ever. Her sense of smell sharpens. Looking up, the
stars pulse in rhythm with her heartbeat.
In a trance between time and space, many hours go by. They don’t talk. The fire dies to
embers. Then the old man stands up and leaves without saying goodbye. Oddly she didn’t
consider it strange or rude.
Later that night she skinny-dips in a small natural hot spring she’d seen while exploring the
forest earlier.
Under a scorching full moon, in alternating hot and cold water – 48 degree hot spring water
mixing with cold river – soothed yet fully awake, she experiences what can only be called an
emotional breakdown, crying forcefully.
But then the moment passes and somehow becomes more about release and a kind of
newfound acceptance of the importance of this moment, of solitude, of herself.
Strangely she thinks about her toes but looks up. She can’t ever remember seeing the stars so
clearly and she cannot take her eyes off them. You can feel the heat from them if you try.
She incredibly feels a kind of kindred relationship with the darkness and the trees now, the
scurrying animals and insects. Well, maybe not the mosquitoes exactly.
But little does Ming know but Eddie has come back for her, out of guilt or a sense of
responsibility, fruitlessly searching all the places where they had been, racing around the
mountains -- in a panic.
His vibe is guilt, angst, regret but ultimately he fails to find her.
Around one such mountain curve, he suddenly loses control, sending his bike skidding over
the edge of the road into oblivion just barely jumping off in a scary second.
When he looks over the edge down the ravine, he sees that the bike is completely totaled.
He’s not seriously hurt, limping slightly, jeans torn. As he walks downhill to the main road, he’s
picked up by the driver of a truck who drops him at a village head’s house where he is nursed
back to health, and then forlornly takes a bus back to the city alone.
[The couple don’t meet again until much later but of course they think a lot about each other
during their ordeal.]
The next day Ming meets the old man on the trail to the ocean. Smiling, he waves to her and
invites her to his home to eat with his family, where she laughs with his grandchildren and
relatives and eats a lot and sleeps an entire day in an extra room in the back. There are no
sheets or blanket. She sleeps in her clothes.
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After many other intoxicating encounters with random hikers, park rangers, foreign tourists, she
finally returns to the city by hitching a ride with a family on vacation. She has a new bubbly
awareness about things.
She’s now very hopeful and excited to see her family and friends. She’s experienced some
strange kind of freedom for the first time. Everything is making sense finally. Happiness…?
‘Wo ai Taiwan!’ she yells out, surprising the dozing children in the car. Everyone laughs.
She knows she is no longer the same person as before her journey. This moment of selfrealization pummels her consciousness. My bones, my muscles, all those smells I hated,
sunburn, a deep tiredness that ironically feels good, the lightness of her heart, a power.
Now what? Standing downstairs from her aunt’s apartment, scooters aggressively passing all
around her, she pauses before pushing the intercom button.
Then, without warning, she turns around and walks down the block the way she came, not
looking back, with a broad smile.
END
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